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Introduction:  Most detailed analyses have in-
ferred that meteoritic chondrules formed in short-
duration heating events in a relatively cool (< 650 K) 
solar nebula environment (e.g., 1).  Many chondrules 
have apparently been thermally processed repeatedly 
and some contain recycled fragments of previous gen-
erations of chondrules (2, 3).  Multiple heating events 
are therefore indicated.  Chondrules coexist in chon-
drites with products of later parent-body processes 
(e.g., igneous rock fragments), indicating that chon-
drule formation occurred during or after the accretion 
of a substantial population of planetesimals (e.g., 4).  
In addition, chondrule formation regions have been 
inferred to be large (more than several hundred km 
across) but also relatively localized in order to explain 
observed differences in physical, textural, and chemi-
cal properties of chondrules from different chondrite 
groups (e.g., 5).  Finally, although the relative timing 
of chondrule and CAI formation is not fully under-
stood, many isotopic studies have  concluded that for-
mation of most chondrules began 1-1.5 Myr after  
CAIs and continued for several Myr (6, 7). 

Planetesimal Shock Model:  Gas dynamic shock 
waves in the nebula are currently considered to be a 
plausible mechanism for providing the transient heat-
ing events that were responsible for chondrule forma-
tion (e.g., 8).  One class of nebular shocks that can 
potentially satisfy current constraints on chondrule 
formation is shocks generated by planetesimals passing 
through Jovian resonances (9,10).  Included are both 
planetesimal bow shocks produced by bodies perturbed 
into eccentric orbits and impact vapor plume shocks 
produced by high-velocity collisions between 
planetesimals.  Previously published estimates for the 
efficiency of potential chondrule production by this 
mechanism (10) have relied on orbital simulations for 
resonantly excited planetesimals that considered only 
individual test bodies evolving sunward in the presence 
of gas drag and Jupiter’s perturbations (11).  Results 
showed that relatively high eccentricities (e > 0.3) are 
typically achieved.  In the present work, we employ an 
improved planetesimal accretion and orbital evolution 
code that includes the damping effects of collisions 
and mutual gravitational scattering between embryos. 
The goal is to provide more accurate estimates of po-
tential chondrule formation efficiency by the bow 
shock mechanism. In addition, initial estimates for the 
collision frequency of resonant bodies with non-
resonant bodies are given based on the code output.   

Finally, we consider expanded bow shocks due to im-
pact-generated clouds of dust and debris around large 
resonant planetesimals. 

Planetesimal Evolution Code and Results:  A 
population of 240 bodies with diameters between ~750 
and 5000 km and with a total mass of ~ 1 Earth mass is 
distributed between 2 and 4 AU, interacting with a 
background of ~ 1 Earth mass of small bodies having 
sizes in the range of 1 to 400 km.  Such a population is 
plausible for the primordial asteroid belt region prior to 
removal of most large bodies through mutual gravita-
tional perturbations into outer planet resonances (12, 
13).  A symplectic N-body integrator is applied to cal-
culate the orbital evolution of the large bodies.  In re-
cent simulations, Jupiter is assumed to be at 5.2 AU 
and Saturn is at 8 AU, with initial eccentricities of 0.02 
and 0.01, respectively.  After 250 kyr, Jupiter’s eccen-
tricity has decreased to 0.005  while Saturn’s is about 
0.05.   

 
                               Figure 1 
Figure 1 shows the resulting orbital eccentricities 

for the remaining discrete bodies at a single time of 
250 kyr after initiation of the simulation.  Several per-
cent of the bodies have eccentricities e > 0.25 and 
would have midplane shock velocities > 5 km/s.  At 
other times, a few bodies occasionally reach e > 0.4.  
For comparison, the earlier simulations of ref. 11 
yielded 20 to 30 % of planetesimals with e > 0.25.  The 
damping effect of the smaller bodies therefore de-
creases the efficiency of the mechanism by about an 
order of magnitude.  If the minimum shock velocity for 
chondrule formation is ~ 8 km/s (14), then e must ex-
ceed ~ 0.4, which would further decrease the effi-
ciency.   Results also indicate that the orbital inclina-
tions are ~ several degrees and there is no significant 
dependence of e on the mass of the planetesimal. 
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 Extended Shock Fronts:  An impact of a small 
body on a large planetesimal or asteroid produces a 
transient cloud of dust, debris, and vaporized rock.  A 
present-day example of this may be the ~ 100 km di-
ameter main belt extinct-comet asteroid 596 Scheila 
that recently produced a transient ``coma’’ (15; Figure 
2).  Although cometary outgassing is a possible expla-
nation, it is more likely that a  recent impact produced 
a small (~ 100 m) crater, expelling a cloud of dust and 
debris (16).  Such collisions would have been more 
common in the primordial belt; resonant bodies in ec-
centric orbits would have experienced the highest im-
pact rate due to collisions with non-resonant smaller 
bodies.  As shown in ref. 10, outward expansion of the 
impact vapor-melt cloud into the nebula would pro-
duce strong shocks capable of processing more precur-
sor particles.  In addition, the residual debris cloud 
would have increased the effective obstacle size, pro-
ducing broader bow shocks in the nebular gas.  This 
process could increase the efficiency of the bow shock 
chondrule formation mechanism. 

 

 
Figure 2.  Composite image of (596) Scheila taken a 
few days after discovery on Dec. 11, 2010 by Steve 
Larson of a coma-like outburst using Catalina Sky 
Survey imagery (ref. 15; image by Alex Gibbs and 
Steve Larson, Univ. of Arizona). 
 

An examination of the planetesimal evolution code 
output for the simulation of Figure 1 shows that bodies 
with e > 0.2 and diameters of 1000 – 3000 km typi-
cally gained mass at rates of 1016 – 1017 g/yr during the 
interval from 200 to 250 kyr.  The corresponding im-
pact interval for 1 km sized bodies (mass ~ 1015 g) is 
days to weeks.  A 1 km diameter body impacting at ~ 5 
km/s would produce a substantial dust and debris cloud 
capable of temporarily standing off the incident nebu-
lar gas.  The vast majority of thermally processed mm-
sized particles passing through these bow shocks 
would be swept around the sides where they would be 
free to accrete to non-resonant planetesimals (17). 

Conclusions:   Simulations conducted to date using 
an improved planetesimal accretion and orbital evolu-
tion code show that the damping effect of collisions 
with smaller bodies reduces the number of bodies 
whose eccentricities are excited above 0.25 by about 
an order of magnitude relative to previous simulations 
that did not consider this effect.  Consequently, our 
previous estimate (10) for the maximum potential 
chondrule production in planetesimal bow shocks of ~ 
1028 g should be revised downward by a factor of 
roughly 10.  If minimum eccentricities of 0.4 are actu-
ally required to form chondrules, then a further reduc-
tion in the estimated efficiency would be necessary.  
On the other hand, the most recent simulations also 
indicate that the likely collision interval for 1000-km 
sized resonant bodies with km-sized non-resonant bod-
ies bodies is of order days to weeks.  In addition to 
producing vapor-melt cloud shocks in the nebula, the 
residual dust and debris cloud resulting from such col-
lisions would expand the effective shock front cross 
section, increasing the potential efficiency of chon-
drule production by this mechanism.  
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